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Chapter 5

‘The people do what the political class
isn’t able to do’: Antigypsyism, Ethnicity
Denial and the Politics of Racism
without Racism
Robbie McVeigh

When Councillor Gorgio Bettio called for Nazi methods to be used to ‘deal with’
foreigners in December 2007 in the context ofrising antigypsyism in Italy (Popham,
2007), he shattered one of the last shibboleths of post-war European anti-racism.
It was possible to openly admire Nazi policies on race once again and get away
with it.’ His remarks presaged an ongoing assault on the Roma population in Italy
as the Italian Government introduced draconian measures to address its ‘Roma
Emergency’. Alongside violence against Roma and Travellers that is all too
depressingly familiar, we also see novel forms of racism emerging in the context of
contemporary antigypsyism across Europe.2 These are often examples of ‘racism
without racism’ (Lentin and McVeigh. 2006: 17—18, 169—I 71). Lncreasingly states
and governments and politicians eschew any identification with racism precisely
at the point their actions become most racist. Moreover this racism without racism
in Italy anti-Traveller
is presented as being in the interests of the racialized
initiatives are not only not racist but also intended to ‘bring dignity back’ to the
Traveller population.

L].

—

‘if an immigrant commits a crime against an Italian, ten immigrants should be
I
punished for it, following the method used in Nazi concentration camps: this is the recipe for
racial harmony advanced by Giorgio Bettio, a town councillor in Treviso, near Venice, Mr
Bettio belongs to the Northern League, the xenophobic north Italian party which advocates
secession from the south, and his suggestion is in the League’s tradition of calculated racist
Treviso’s Jewish community yesterday proposed joint legal action against Mr
outrage
Bettio with the city’s Roma community, the main iarget of recent racist anger’ (Popham,
2007).
2 In the British and Irish context, the term ‘Traveller’ includes Roma, Romanichals,
Irish Travellers and Scottish Travellers. Following Hancock, the analysis accepts that the
term ‘Gypsy’ is a racist one albeit one adopted by some Travellers and is consequently
only used with scare quotes. Antigypsyism is the amalgam of ideology and practice which
aliaches to the racialized ‘Gypsy’ as routine targets of racism and genocide (Hancock, 2002:
xvii—xxi).
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This situation connects with a spe
cific phenomenon of ethnicity den
ial. This
concept has reference to many gro
ups but it assumes specific relevance
with regard
to racism against Travellers,
Ethnicity denial is the implicit or
explicit assertion
that a given group is nor an ethn
ic group. Its key consequence is the
implication
that those whose ethnicity is bein
g denied cannot fry definition experie
nce racism
or genocide. This is emblematic
of a wider process of racism t’ith
our racisni
the growing tendency of govern
ments to repudiate the language
and ideology of
racism while reproducing racial
inequality and subordination in pra
ctice. Almost
no one now wishes to be labe
led ‘racist’, yet states and governmen
ts continue to
reproduce institutional and constitu
tional racisms and to visit racist vio
lence of the
most brutal kinds upon their min
ority ethnic populations. In this con
text they must
produce different strategies to
allow them to be ‘non-racist’. Of cou
rse, hypocrisy
remains a key tool but ethnicity
denial is becoming an increasing
ly useful strategy
towards this end.
If the Italian Government is cur
rently in the vanguard of ‘emergenc
y’ mode
antigypsyism in Europe, the Irish
government is leading in the more
sop
hist
icated,
though no less damaging strategy
of ethnicity denial. For the last five
yea
rs the
Irish State has been actively den
ying the ethnicity of Irish Travell
ers
(Mc
Vei
gh,
2007a; 2007b). This policy has
had profoundly negative implication
s for Irish
Travellers in the Republic of
Ireland. It has arguably done as mu
ch damage to
Travellers in Ireland with a velv
et glove of liberal ‘interculturalis
m’
as the iron
fist of Italian ‘post-fascism’. Wh
en we juxtapose these parallel Irish
and
Italian
situations, we begin to raise spe
cific questions about ethnicity and
morality in 21”
century Europe. The Italian model
reprises racist violence from the
fascist period
while the Irish model offers a mo
re post-modem take on how to des
troy
an ethnic
group. The Irish model is perhap
s the purest form of ethnicity den
ial and offers a
template for any state wishing
to ‘get away with’ racism. It also
provides a stark
warning for anyone struggling aga
inst racism. In both Italy and Irel
and the state
remains adamant that it is not raci
st and that it is fully committed
to
equality for
Travellers. Both governments squ
are the circle between theory and
practice on
racism with ethnicity denial. Thi
s process also raises profound que
stio
ns
about the
nature of ethnicity itself— until som
e notion of ethnicity has been con
stru
cted
, it is
dimcult to deny that a group pos
sesses it.
—
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Ethnicity— Between the Mandl
a ‘Conditions’ and Strategic Ess
entialism
From one perspective ethnicity
is an odd thing for any Travell
er population to
mobilize or organize around
ideas like empowerment and
consciousnessraising appear more radical, more inte
rnationalist, more engaged. Wh
y would any
people struggling against racism
choose to organize around the issu
e
of
ethnicity?
‘Ethnicity’ is not a term that trip
s off the tongue of most communiti
es
of
resi
stance
in Europe or North America. Yet
ethnicity continues to matter
esp
ecia
lly to
those groups whose ethnicity
is denied. Of course ethnicity is also
a contested
—

—
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t academic and legal and human rights
concept the ethnicity defined by di (Teren
perspectives is often profoundly difibrent.
between objective ‘essential
DilThrcnt notions of ethnicity form a continuum
The Ah,odh, t’ Lee judgement
conditioim and subjective ‘self-identification’.
the concept in objective standards (ManS/a
remains the definitive attempt to ground
This 1983 British court case addressed
j;yt/jc;’ y Lee /1983/ IRLR 3/0 [IL).
ation of the scope of discrimination
the nature of ethnicity as pan of its examin
for Racial Equality 2008). The
under the Race Relations Act 1076 (Commission
ons of ethnicity are: (I) a long
jtidgcment found that the two ‘essential conditi
ous as distinguishing it from other
shared history, of which the group is consci
alive; and (2) a cultural tradition of its
groups. and the metnon’ of which it keeps
manners, often hut not necess:trily
own. including family and social customs and
nal ‘relevant characteristics’
associated with religious observance. The additio
descent from a small number of
are: (3) either a common geographical origin, or
arily peculiar to the group;
common ancestors; (4) a common language, not necess
common religion different
(5) a common literature peculiar to the group: ti) a
l community surrounding it;
from that of neighbouring groups or from the genera
dominant group within a larger
(7) being a ninoritv or being an oppressed or a
community (Commission hr Racial Equality’. 200$).
ndly di Ilerent from the self
The Mandla focus on Link/i/ions is tints profou
i/c;nifk’inio,; principle of ICERD and CERD:
ation about the
considered reports from States parties concerning inlorm
I
rs ofa particular racial
‘vavs in which individuals are identified as beine membe
identification shall, if
such
that
n
opinio
the
or ethnic groups or groups, is of
cntif cation by tile
sclf-id
upon
based
he
y,
no justitication exists to the contrar
individual concerned. (LERD 1990)
shed, the argument can he made
Once the principle of self-identification is establi
k, 1985). In other words.
that ethnicity’ is only about ‘strategic essentialism’ (Spiva
ts that there are no ‘essential
in stark contrast with Mandla. this dpproaci sugges
is no definitive ‘cultural stuff’
conditions’ of ethnicity. From this perspective, there
d by the group rather than a
at all. ethnicity is a political resource to he utilize
tit ing—i n—itsel I” H’
reality is that for strategic
Even at its most subjective, however, the
makes collective identity and
essentialism to t’’a;*, there has to he soniet/inig that
approach. the need br some
collective action more than arbitrary. With the C ERD
gation of the case for ethnicity. This
‘justification’ is retained ttllowing some interro
able to self-identify as ethnic
implies that arbitrary collectivities should not he
this. Arguably ethnicity only
for
reason
crtlcial
groups without reason. There is a
dialectical. I tis locus is on the ethnic
3 Smmttarly. br Barth ethnicity is essentially
the ethnic boundary encloses (Barth,
boundary and its maintenance, not the ‘cultural stuff’
t 969).
.
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became politically im
portant in the conte
xt of Mandla v Lee
it offered protection
decision because
from racism. Few pe
ople other than anthr
sociologists would
opologists and
be exercised about wh
ether Travellers or
or Muslims constit
ind
ee
d Rastafarians
ute an ethnic group
if this decision did
consequences. Cruc
not have practical
ially ethnicity beca
me the most permissive
race relations legisl
category in British
ation. (In the legislati
on, ‘racial grounds’ ‘m
following grounds,
eans any of the
namely colour, race, na
tionality or ethnic or
Following Mandla
national origins’).
v Lee, if a group could
‘prove’ its ethnicity
conditions, it had sec
against the Mandla
ured a place within
the ambit of British sta
The group had ipso
te anti-racism.
facto proved that it co
uld at least in theory
of racism. As we kno
be the subject
w Sikhs and Jews ‘pa
ssed’ while Muslims and
‘failed’. ‘Gypsies’ an
Rastafarians
d Irish Travellers bot
h also had to run the
This of course seems
M
an
dla
quite obscene in the
gauntlet.
case of ‘Gypsies’ the
already the survivo
y were, after all,
rs of genocide. Neve
rtheless, ‘Gypsies’ in
and Irish Travellers
1988 (CRE v Dutton)
in 2000 (O’Lean’ v
Allied Donzecq) had
test. Arguably the
to pass the Mandla
way in which these dif
ferent Traveller group
about ethnicity ‘prov
s had to speak
es’ a degree of ‘strat
egic essentialism’ ins
Relations Act 1976
ofar as the Race
was and is an effectiv
e protection from rac
pass the Afandla vL
ism, groups had to
ee test. But this is no dif
ferent from the strate
of other ‘unconteste
gic essentialism
d’ ethnic groups it
was British law no
identity that forced
t
the
nature of their
the examination 4
From this perspective
ethnicity matters not
so much because it
identity of commun
is the chosen
ities struggling again
st racism but becaus
key to protection fro
e it has become the
m racism within both
state and transnationa
this also gives some
l institutions. But
sense of how importa
nt the practice of ethnic
become. Once it beca
ity denial was to
me possible to deny
protection from racism
ethnicity at either
through denying
national or internation
al level, states had fou
to facilitate racism and
nd a mechanism
repudiate accusation
s of racism. This strate
denial is, of course, no
gy of ethnicity
t only a recent phenom
enon it has a long Eu
Moreover, this histor
rop
ean history.
y is specifically impo
rtant to Roma and Tr
was associated with
avellers because it
genocide.
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4 While Travellers usu
ally find themselves at
the cutting edge of ethnic
phenomenon is not by
any means confined to
ity denial, the
them. Thus international
the denial by Denmark
ly we find claims of
of the identity and con
tinued existence of the
ethnic or tribal entity
Inughuit as a separate
The Committee reiterate
s its previous concer
n regarding the delay
claims of the Inughuit
in resolving the
with respect to the Th
ule Air Base. The Co
serious concern claims
mmittee notes with
of denials by Denmark
of the identity and contin
the Inughuit as a separate
ued existence of
ethnic or tribal entity...
(CERD, 2002).
Likewise the applicatio
n of the Race Relations
Act and Afandla v Lee
has also involved forms
decision itself
of ethnicity denial’ in
a British context. Th
Suppliers case denied
e Dawkins is Crown
protection to Rastafarian
s and other cases have
Muslims (Jones and Gn
denied protection to
anapala. 2000: 53—55). Th
us Islamophobia per
form of racism for the
haps the definitive
21” century remains
a non-racism in the con
text of the RRA.
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Travellers, Ethnicity and Genocide Denial
The notion that Roma and Travellers should he regarded as something other
than an ethnic group has a long pedigree. They have variously been described as
‘criminals’ or ‘vagrants’ or ‘hereditarily sick’ or lives unworthy of life’(Hancock.
2002). Moreover this repudiation of peoplehood has been central to both the
genocide of Roma and Travellers and the denial of that genocide. Genocide denial
either ‘questions’ or actively denies that a genocide has happened. Classically, of
course, it challenges the historical tact that the Nazis systematically exterminated
Jews and Travellers in Europe during the 1940s. After the end of the Second World
War in 1945, Holocaust denial was promulgated by a small number of Nazis and
Nazi sympathisers. Since the l970s, however, it has become more widespread
(Lipstadt. 1994; Shermer and Grobman, 2002). It has also become increasingly
challenged. Holocaust denial is currently a crime in Austria. Australia. Belgium.
Czech Republic! France. Germany. Israel. Lithuania. New Zealand. Poland.
Romania, Slovakia, Sweden and Switzerland tGuttenplan, 2002; Shermer and
Grobman, 2002: II).
Travellers have specific place within the broader process of genocide denial
for two reasons. First. antiseniitic I lolocaust denial usually denies oilier Nazi
genocides like that of the Gypsies or African Germans alongside its denial of the
Shoal: or Jewish-specific dimensions of Nazi ideology and policy. (Holocaust
deniers are unlikely to reject Nazi atrocities against Jews hut accept them against
Travellers.) Second, the genocide of Roma and other Travellers is routinely
understated because sonic researchers and activists on the Shoal, emphasize the
‘uniqueness’ of the genocide of the Jews. Novick (1999). for example. argues
that portraying the Holocaust as a uniquely Jeish catastrophe has the effect of
diminishing the significance of other genocides. More specilically this can lead
to a denial or at least a downplaying of the importance of the Pon’a/ozos or the
‘Gypsy Holocaust’ (Hancock, 1991)) For example. Lipshadt’s influential review
of growing I lolocaust denial contains only one reference to ‘Gypsies’ (Lipstadt.
1991: 171). Thus there is no discussion at all of Travellers or ‘Gypsies’ experience
of genocide in Lipstadt’s debunking of’ Holocaust denial. As Ward Churchill
suggests. ‘Den Ping the I-lolovust is thereby reduced to an exercise in holocaust
denial’ (1997: 31). Certainly Romani activists and intellectuals have made a very
strong case for the specific inclusion of Roma experience (Rose, 1991: Hancock.
2001) and this has been supported by non-Romani scholars (Churchill. 1997:
Finklestein, 2003). Other scholars, however, continue to deny that Travellers
experienced either ‘1-lolocaust’ or genocide. Lewy, for example, suggests that Nazi
crimes. ‘do not constilute genocide within the meaning ol’the genocide convention’
(Lewy, 2000: 223). Yet, as Hancock point outs, Raphael Lemkin (who coined the
term genocide) had signaled the genocide of the ‘gypsies’ even before the end of
World War II ([lancock, 2001: 123),
5

Porrajmos is ‘great devouring’ in the Romani language.
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The Porrajmos therefore occupi
es a specific and contested space
in the politics
of genocide denial. It is usually
actively denied by those who deny
the Shoal?,
it is sometimes actively denied
by some analysts of the Shoah and
it
is denied
by omission by many others.
Nevertheless it appears intellectually
and
morally
untenable not to acknowledge
Travellers as victims and survivors
of the Nazism
and therefore as one of the key
subjects of the ‘Holocaust’, With
stronger reason,
the Nazi and other Axis
treatment of Roma and Travellers should
be regarded
as a genocide!’ It follows, therefo
re, that denying this history is
properly regarded
as ‘genocide denial’
Nazi antigypsyism drew on a
much longer tradition of both Europe
an and
specifically German antigypsyism
(Hancock, 1987; 1991). Hancock details
how as
early as 1890 a conference was
organized in Germany on the Zigenn
ergesc
hmeiss
‘Gypsy scum’ and the military
were empowered to regulate
movements of
Gypsies; in 1899, the ‘Central
Office for Fighting the Gypsy Nuisan
ce’ was
established; in 1909 a policy confer
ence on ‘The Gypsy Question’ was
held,
and
the recommendation made that
all Gypsies be branded for easy
identification;
in 1920 the notion of ‘lives unwor
thy of life’ appeared suggesting
that Gypsies
should be sterilized and eliminated
as a people. By 1922 all Gypsies in
German
territories were to be photographed
and fingerprinted and in 1926
a
law
was
directed at controlling the ‘Gypsy
plague’; this was followed by the
creatio
n
of
concentration camps to incarcerate
‘Gypsies’ in 1927 and by 1928 all
‘Gypsi
es’
were placed under permanent
police surveillance (Hancock,
1991). All of this
policy and practice developed under
the Weimar constitution and before
the Nazis
assumed power. In this sense the Nazi
movement towards Porrajmos after
1933
evidences continuity with established
German antigypsyism as much as
a
radical
shift towards genocide (Hancock,
1991).
There are a series of specific works
on the Porrajmos ‘vhich detail
the specific
Nazi (and other fascist) anti-gypsy
projects (Hancock, 2002: 34—5!;
Kenric
k, 1995;
Vnited States Holocaust Museum,
2008). The Nazis sometimes treated
Travel
lers
as a ‘criminal’ anti-social class
and sometimes as an inferior
racial
minori
ty.
‘Gypsies’ were officially defined
as non-Aryan by the Nuremberg
laws
of
1935,
which also first defined Jews in
this way; both groups were forbidd
en to marry
—

—

6 Thus, according to the UN Convention
on Prevention of Genocide:
[G}enocide means any of the following
acts committed with intent to destroy
, in whole
or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or
religious group, as such: (a) Killing
members of the
group; (b) Causing serious bodily or
mental harm to members of the group;
(c) Deliberately
inflicting on the group conditions of life
calculated to bring about its physic
al destruction
in whole or in pan: (d) Imposing
measures intended to prevent births
within the group; (e)
Forcibly transferring children of the
group to another group.
7 More broadly it is possible to avoid
the politics attached to including/ex
different groups from the term ‘Holoc
cluding
aust’ by using the concept of ‘genocide
denial’ in the
same substantive human rights analys
is.
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Germanst In I 936 a Ccni,’aI Office fur Coinhauhig the Gip.ci- :Viticcriic’e opened
Gypsies.
rvlunich. This office became the headquarters of a national data hank on
At the same time the Ministry of Interior directives for ‘Combating the Gypsy
new.
Nuisance authorized the Berlin police to arrest Travellers and take them to a
dtimp
special Gypsy internment camp’ orZheunei’/agcr established neara sewage
and cemetery in the Berlin suburb of’ Mar’ahn. Similar camps appeared in many
other Gemian cities’as well as in other countries tinder Nazi occupation. Gypsies
of
were also labeled as •asocials’ by the I 937 Lastc against C,’hne. regardless
defined
whether they had been charged with any- unlawful acts, In 938 1-limmler
the issue as ‘a matter of race,’ discriminating ‘pure Gypsies’ from ‘part Gypsies’
similarly to the way in which Jews were categorized (I lancoek. 2002: 40 I).
The legal status of Gypsies and Jews was flnally determined by an agreement
removing both groups from the jurisdiction of any German court. ‘transfernng all
criminal proceedings concerning [Travellers] to 1-limmler [because] the courts can
only feebly contribute to the extermination of these people’. Thc ‘final solution’
1942
to the ‘Gypsy Plagtie’ was decided by the ‘Auschwitz Decree’ of December
au.
Dirken
f lancock, 2002:44 5). This iedtothe transf rof’Travellers toAuscliwitz/
been
had
By the end ol’ the war, 15,000 of’ the 20.000 Roma and Travellers who
2009).
in Germany in I 939 had tiled I United Suites flo/oea,tvt .4 femorud Afiice,,,,,
Nazism
I lundreds of thousands more were killed in the ‘great devouring’ under
across Europe. The UNESCO estimate is 500.000 deaths (Novitch, 1984) while
other commentators believe the numbers of Porraj nios dead to he far greater.

After tIme Porrajrnos

—

The Continuity of Denial

Despite the horror of the WV.’II genocide of Roma and Travellers, however.
widespread discrimination against Travellers continued in peacetime. Most
outrageously the Federal Reptiblic of Germany decreed that all measures taken
against Roma and Sinti before 1943 were legitimate policies oi’state and were not
by
subject to restitution. Incarceration, sterili7ation. and deportation were defined
miore.
the post-war German state as-’appropriate policies towards Travellers. Funhe
Robert Ritter, the Nazi racial expert on Roma, retained Ins credentials and returned
to his work in child psychology. The Bavarian police took over Ritter’s registry
of Roma in Germany. It as not until 1982 that German chancellor Helmut Kohl
f’ormalhy recognized the ihct of the Nazi genocide against Roma. (In other words.
the German state formally practiced genocide denial toward the Roma ‘or nearly
forty years,) By 1982. of course, most of’ the Roma eligible for restitution tinder

cal
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The N urcmherg racial laws of September 15. 1935. (‘Law br the Protection
8
of German Blood and 1 lonor’ and ‘Reich Citizenship La”-’) did not explicitly mention
with
Gypsies. hut in commentaries interpreting these laws. Gypsies ss crc included, alone
blood.’
‘alien
with
minorities
distmnctise’
Jews and ‘Negroes,’ as ‘racially
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German law had alr
eady died (United
States Holocaust M
2009).
emorial Museum,
This specific denia
l of the genocide
of European Roma
continued long aft
and Travellers
er the war in many
other countries as we
1994 the Czech Gove
ll. For example, in
rnment suggested tha
t there were no living
the Second World W
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during the Second World War has been the concomitant denying of their ethnicity.
We might expect contemporary governments. therefore, to he especially sensitive
to anything that might echo previous genocide denial. Given deir increasitig
commitment to I holocaust memorializing and the crimmalization of I lolocaust
denial, we might expect them to err on the side of caution when addressing the
situation of those ethnic groups directly aiTheted by this policy. This has not,
however, been the case. Roma and Travellers across Europe whether they are
citizens, migrants or refugees find themselves under increasingly brutal racist
attack. Travellers remain ‘a special category’ within European racism:
While he average European says he is en cointlirtahle w ith Ins ing sonlcone
from a diflërent ethnic origin as a neighbour tw ith iii average result of S. I on
a scale of one to ten. w here ten represents totally comFortable’ and one ‘very
uncomtortable). the situation is completely diflrent “lien it conies to ha’ Ing
‘a Roma neighbour. In the Czech Republic as well as in Italy. :itmost naIl of
respondents (47%) woo Id ‘eel lincoln tortable t average Czech score 3.7 average
Italian score, 4.0). This is also tite ease in Ireland (40%: 4.8), Slovakia (38%:
4.5), Bulgaria (36%: 4.8) and Cyprus (34%: 5.6). (Euractiv. 200%)
NI uch of the reporting assumes that these Roma neighbours’ have arrived ‘win
nowhere. I low ever, the prescient I lelsinki Watch publication Devrmt’tiig Li/in/c’
Jdeiuns’: The Pe,’seeiakn; of’ 6 tpsies hi Ronkntia 1991) helps to situate the
increase in the numbers of Ronia refugees- Sand migrants across lEurope over the
last two decades:
‘
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[Ethnic hatred and violence directed against Gypsies in Romania has escalated
dramatically since the 989 revolution. During the last 20 months, rarely a month
went by without another Gypsy village being attacked. Gypsy homes have been
burned, their possessions destroyed, they have been chased out of villagesiiid,
in certain areas, have not been allowed to retuni to their homes. At least Ike
Gypsies hue been killed during mob’ iolence. Many have been beaten. Yet there
hasbeen an absolute thilure by Romanian atithorities to investigate and prosecute
One nt the unintended conseqtiences of the
those responsible tbr the violence
escalation in ethnic ioIencc is tue corresponding rise in ethnic consciousness,
In the l:tst 21) months, many Gyp sic hax c be gun to belie’ e that their trc:ttme tit
is directly: linked to their ethnicity. (19’) I: I 2)
It bears emphasis that this report appeared in /99/. The Roma diaspora from
Eastern and Central Europe which Followed the collapse of communism was and
is driven by racist violence and prol’ound racial inequality and the refusal ol’states
to protect their Roma citizens. When we turn to examine the specific case studies
of Italy’ and Ireland. it bears emphasis that Roma and Travellers under phy sical
and ideological attack in those countries cam’ a menacing European legacy with
them As Acton so powerfully suggested. ‘‘vlien the Rom of Eastern Europe thee
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Travellers of Western Europe, it is
the survivors of slavery facing the surv
ivors
of genocide (1994:49). As these two
groups of survivors are brought together
by
contemporary migration, they both now
face the phenomenon of ethnicity denial.
Ethnicity Denial
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The Italian Model

Italy has recently seen a series ofanti-Tr
aveller pogroms. In response, the Nort
hern
League leader Umberto Bossi declared:
‘The people do what the political class isn’t
able to do (Mime, 2008). This drew
on longstanding institutionalized antigypsi
sm
in Italy (Roma Rights Centre, 2000) and
marked a disturbing return to the viole
nt
antigypsyism of European tradition.
But this has not simply reflected a rise
in
fascism and casual racism among
‘the people’, the Italian state has also mob
ilize
d
against Travellers over recent years
(Roma Rights Centre, 2000). Antigyps
yism
became a dominating theme in the
Italian general election of 2008 (Mar
inaro,
2008). Despite the moral panic abou
t ‘foreigners’, many of those Roma attac
ked
have Italian citizenship, most others
as citizens of EU counties should
enjo
y
freedom of movement within Italy
and the rest of the European Union.
The
situation is summarized by a subm
ission by the Roma Rights Centre and
others
to CERD:
—

—

Threats to non-citizen Roma have been
severely heightened following the
[Italian] election in April 2008 and
the formation on 8 May 2008 of a new
right-wing national government inclu
ding extremist xenophobic and racis
t
elements, as well as success in local elect
ions by the extreme right in a number
of municipalities, including the capit
al Rome. This, combined with years
of
anti-Roma propaganda by the Italia
n media, which has unceasingly portr
ayed
Roma primarily as vagrants and criminals
, has resulted in exceptional levels of
discrimination throughout Italy, as well
as other issues implicating emergency
aspects of the Convention. Romani
camps have been destroyed and their
inhabitants ejected by the state police
and/or other representatives of the publ
ic
authority, often without notice and
without the option of alternative shelt
er.
Other camps in various regions throu
ghout Italy have been the target of arson
or vandalism based on racial hatred. The
perpetrators of these crimes are rarel
y
prosecuted or even investigated by local
authorities. (Centre on Housing Rights
and Evictions, 2008: 1)
The Italian government did not take
this kind of criticism lying down.
When the
European Parliament demanded
an end to the fingerprinting of Rom
a
and
Sinti,
ministers repudiated any accusatio
n of racism. Moreover they insisted
that
such
measures were in the interest of ‘Gyp
sies’:
Italian Interior Minister Roberto Maro
ni

told a news conf

erence, ‘With this
measure we want to give dignity back
to ‘shadow children’ who suffer from
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trafficking in human heings and or ans.’ Carrying out a census of the Rotna was
a way to protect children against being forced into begging. and instead getting
them into school, he said, adding. The Italian government ill go ill the way’
European AiThirs Minister Andrea Rochi told the news conPerence. ‘Tbdav’s
resolution by the European Parliament is one of the Worst aspects of the EU
institutions. We reject with ‘igour and indignation the accusations of racism.’
(Euhusiness, 2008)
Crucially the Italian legal system also colluded with this analysis. In the same
week us the Italian government was defending its fingerprinting of Travellers
in parliament, Italy’s highest appeal court opened the door to anti—Traveller
discrimination with a perverse judgment:
The judges overthrew the conviction of six defendants who signed a leaflet
demanding the expulsion of Verona’s Gypsies in 2001. Among thft,e coil’ ieted
of mcmliv discriminatory propaganda was Flavio Tusi. an otlieial of the anti—
immigrant Northern League, who fins since heeome Verona’s mayor. I Ic was
qttoied by a witness at lus trial as having said afterwards’, ‘The Gypsies must
he ordered out hecattse, wherever they arrive, there arc robberies.’ Tue court
ofeassation decided this did not slit, Tosi ‘vas a racist. ht,t that lie had ‘a deep
aversion [to Rumal that was not determined hy the Gypsy nattire tif the people
discriminated against, httt by the act that all the Gpsies were thieves’. Ilis
dislike of them ‘vas ‘itot there;ore based on a notion of superiority or racial
hatred, htit on racial prejudice’. (I looper. 2008
in its
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that the Roma were always discriminated against, singled out and persecuted as
‘nngarl ( ‘Gypsies’). And that definitely means something. tUouneil of Europe.
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Italians and Italian fascis
m onto the Nazis. The
‘Nazi period’ in Italy wh
Nazis effectively contro
en the
lled the unliberated pad
s of Italy lasted only fro
1943 toApñl 1945. Mp
m July
st antigypsyism in Italy
from the 1920s to the end
was promulgated by Ita
ofWWIT
lian fascism not ‘Nazis’.
Moreover, political partie
current Italian governme
s in the
nt have a direct link
back to that period (through
and the ‘post-fascist’ Na
MSI
tional Alliance). In this
context it is hardly surpri
they draw on their antigy
sing that
psy antecedents. In oth
er words, antigypsyism
is not simply a temporary
in Italy
phenomenon attributable
to ‘Nazis’ but a core eleme
of Italian racism. Even
nt
worse, the Council of
Europe analysis colludes
astonishing notion tha
with the
t Nazi race polkv is
the key metre for defini
something is a racist pol
ng whether
icy or not. In other wo
rds we refer to Nazi race
not the opinions of Travel
policy
lers or human rights org
anisations or intellectuals
decide what the persec
to
ution of Roma and Travel
lers ‘means’. Here we
echoes of the process
find pre
of ongoing ethnicity and
racism denial: if the Nazis
their policy was not rac
said
ist, ipso facto it cannot
have been racist; if con
European governments
temporary
insist that their policies are
not racist, ipso facto they
not racist. Denial becom
are
es the only defence nec
essary against charges of
racism.
—

—

—

—

Ethnicity Venial

—

The Irish Model

When the Irish Governm
ent first turned its attenti
on to the ‘Traveller pro
the early l960s, it immedia
blem’ in
tely couched its respon
se in terms of a ‘final sol
(McVeigh, 2007b). Th
ution’
is ‘logic of genocide’
continued to be applied
subsequent interventions
in most
on Travellers (McVeigh,
1998). The state also respon
with ethnicity denial in
ded
the 1963 Report of the
commission on Itinerancy
:
ltinerants (or travellers as
they prefer themselves to
be called) do not constitute
a single homogeneous group,
tribe or community within
the nation, although the
settled population are inclin
ed to regard them as such,
Neither do they constitute
a separate ethnic group. Th
ere is no system of unified
control, authority or
government and no indivi
dual or group of individua
ls has any powers or control
over the itinerant members
of the community (Gove
rnment of Ireland, 1963:
37)
Through the I 960s and
70s this assessment wa
s largely supported by NG
colluded with the notion
Os who
that ‘itinerant settlement
’ provided the ‘final sol
to the ‘Traveller proble
ution’
m’. As the Traveller Su
pport Movement moved
from crude anti-nomadic
away
and ‘subculture of povert
y’ explanations for Tra
inequality in the I 980s,
veller
the notion of Traveller eth
nicity became absolutely
to Traveller politics (Dáil
central
Eireann, 2003; McCann
et al., 1994: xiii—xi; O’Co
1994). If Traveller experienc
nnell,
e was to be explained
in terms of racism rather
pathologies of Traveller
than
culture, it needed to est
ablish that Travellers we
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no direct legal bearing on the situation in the south of Ireland, it provided the
paradigm for much advocacy by Travellers and non-Travellers alike. It also had
a specific relevance in the north of Ireland. The Race Relations Act did not apply
in the north but, since Northern Ireland was part ol’the UK, there was obviously a
direct legal overlap that made this issue immediately relevant(Mcveigh, 1992). In
other words, ethnicity mvcognitiomi was perhaps more central to Traveller activism
than it has been to any other anti-racist struggle in Ireland.
This debate appeared to be resolved on both sides of the Irish border as
acceptance of Traveller ethnicity and an associated acceptance of the reality of
anti-Traveller racism was gradually mainstreamed across NGO and government
thinking on race and racism. Travellers were specifically named as a protected
‘racial group’ in the Northern Ireland Race Relations Order 1997 (which finally
extended the British Race Relations Act 1976 to the north). Travellers were
protected by anti-racist legislation in the south from the Incitement to Hatred Act
1989 onwards, albeit that ‘membership of the Traveller community’ rather than
ethnicity became the defining ground fbr their protection. The Irish state had never
formally moved away from the denial of Traveller ethnicity it has established
in the 1960s (ni Shuináar, 1998). By the late I 990s, however, Irish presidents,
taoisigh and government departments all appeared to have accepted the principle
of Traveller ethnicity they used the notion of Traveller ethnicity in a completely
unproblematized way(DáiI Eireann, 2003; McVeigh,2007a: 96 7). ltwasshoeking
therefore when in its report to CERD in 2003, the Irish Government announced
that Travellers were not an ethnic group (Government of Ireland, 2004). This
move was widely seen as being driven by Minister of Justice, Mieheal McDowell
and he provided the definitive articulation of the vie\vs of the government on
Traveller ethnicity in a ministerial presentation to the Joimit Committee on Foreign
Affairs: Sub—Committee on Flumnami Rig/its (Dáil Eireann, 2004). This reiterated the
Government position as presented to CERD and the Dáil:
Travellers do not appear to fall within the definition of racial discrimination
adopted by the convention in that they do not appear to constitute a distinct
group from the population as a ‘vhole in terms of race, colour, descent or national
or ethnic origin. (Dáil Eireann, 2004)
This at least had the virtue of’ clarity once ethnicity denial takes place, ‘racial
discrimination’ against the group in question is also impossible in principle. The

denial of ethnicity therefore leads directly to the denial of racism. Under question,
the Minister went on to articulate the context for this decision:
I do not think it is entirely positive and without negative possibilities for the
Government to determine that Travellers are an ethnic minority. It might
reinforce prejudicial attitudes if it were stated that they are ethnically difThrent
from the settled community. It is not an unalloyed advantage to have one’s
differences categorised as ethnic dilThrenees. I can see the possibility that

W1
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such a categorisation would com
pound a mental attitude that ther
e is an ethnic
distinction between the sett
led and Travelling community
. Once conceded as
a fact, such a distinction could,
in turn, feed into different atti
tudes at a later
stage.... [flt is not 100% gre
at news to be defined as ethnical
ly different. It says
in a subtle way that there is
an issue of race, which may or
may not be a good
thing. (Dáil Eireann. 2004)

At no point, however, was ther
e any recognition of the fact
that all contemporary
Traveller representative org
anizations supported recogni
tion of Traveller ethnicity.
The Minister may have aen
uinely believed that the reco
gnition of Traveller
ethnicity was not in the inte
rests of Travellers but this is
not what Travellers were
telling him. The wider imp
lications of this ethnicity den
ial were also signaled by
another deputy in the discuss
ion:
Another problem arises.,.. The
question of who will call them
selves an ethnic
group in the future has been rais
ed. An equally big problem aris
es in the history
of European decision making
at a political level. Should gov
ernments decide
who is an ethnic group or not?
If this decision is in the realm
of government,
uninformed by scientific opinio
n, where does that leave self
-definition? It is a
complex area but being complex
does not make it unreal. (Dáil Eire
ann, 2004)
The former Minister of Justice
lost his seat in the last Irish
general election but
the position McDowell arti
culated for the Irish state
and Irish government has
not changed. The Irish stat
e still denies that Travellers
are an ethnic group with
all the negative implications
that analysis carries with it
and despite the analysis
and recommendations of Its
own equality watchdog (Eq
uality Authority, 2006).
Neither is it any accident
that this ethnicity denial pre
saged a whole series of
negative interventions for Tra
vellers in Ireland over the pas
t five years (McVeigh,
2007a,b). The Irish model has
confirmed that the theory of
ethnicity denial directly
facilitates the practice of rou
tine, institutionalized and
state-led anti-Traveller
racism.
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Conclusions
There is no doubting the existenc
e ofwidespread and profou
nd antigypsyism across
Europe and no hyperbole in
signalling a disturbing recrude
scence of Nazi theory
and practice on the ‘Gypsy
problem’. It is clear that dee
p-seated antigypsyism
has not gone away. It is also
clear that this antigypsyism
has been and can be
mobilized in powerful and sho
cking new forms. This is pos
sible, in part at least,
because Europe has failed
to confront its relationship
with Travellers. Thus
profound unresolved historie
s at the heart of Europeaness
continue to structure the
contemporary treatment of Rom
a and Travellers. Ethnicity
denial implies racism
denial, racism denial implies
ethnicity denial. If Travell
ers do not constitute an
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ethnic group then they cannot experience racism; ifwhat is being done to Travellers
is not racism then their ethnicity musi he repudiated. And behind all this hangs the
Thn shadow of genocide denial. For all the increase in Holocaust ‘remembrance’
and education, the one genocide that no European government seems keen to
this suguests. of course. that governments are less
remember is the
interested in learning the lessons of Nazi genocide than they are in constructing a
specific politics of remembrance. This allows them to forget and deny one ol the
key victim groups of Nazism. Moreover it allows them to ignore all the continuities
with Nazism and Fascism in contemporary European antigypsyism.
This reality also connects very directly with the issue of the interlhce ol’ethics
and ethnicity. Ethnicity denial does immense damage to Roma and Travellers.
But it also threatens to harm evenone else as well. Pastor Niemoehler. flimously
acknowledged that when the Nazis came for the ‘Gypsies’. ‘we’ did nothing
because ‘we’ were not ‘Gypsies’. In 2L century Europe. the forces of European
‘post—fliscism’ have collie first br the Roam and Travellers. This new antigypsvism
has implications not only for Roma and Travellers hut for everyone else. It remains
a simple if unleamed truth that governments that begin by attacking Travellers
often end up attacking other groups as well. Governments that get away with
denying Traveller ethnicity and denying that Travellers experience racism will no
doubt be emboldened by their achievement. The Irish Government has honed a
powerful defence lor any Government planning a racist assault on its people they
‘c/u not appecu’ to loll with!,, the c/c/mann, of ‘c/dial chccrunuuuuni. The Italian
Government has led the way in moblising antigvpvsvism in a new and elThetive
political form yet ‘il/etc is no izolc,twn o/cni,i a4,dutun; These interventions
continue to do huge harm to Roma and Travellers and yet avoid the mechanisms
put in place since World War II that supposedly protect groups from racism and
genocide. Put together these tendencies threaten a catastrophic synergy. It is not
hyperbole to suggest that in tandem they present a prescription For genocide. 1-lere
discussion of ethnicity leaves the realm of academia and enters the squalid world
ofcontemporan’ European racism. Antigypsyism initiates a vicious triad of denial
denial of ethnicity. denial of racism, denial of genocide that has implications
for everyone struggling against racism. We ignore it at otir peril.
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